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Ul.I FORESTRY SCHOOL ELK STUDY
GIVES STUDENTS EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE

By Linda Winslow
UI\l Information Services
~IISSOULA--

Besides data for a

i~ rontana

Fish and Game Department and U.S. Forest Service project on

elk behavior, the "Sapphire Range Elk Ecology Study" being conducted by the University of
Montana School of Forestry is providing useful field experience for lJI'.J students.
According to Dr. Robert R. Ream, an associate professor of wildlife biology and forestry
and director of the project, UM students have benefited from the study by spending weekends
on the Bitterroot Game Range in the

Three-~file

Creek area tracking elk movements.

The game

range is eight miles east of Florence.
"The animals are tracked by radio signals received from small transmitters powered by
four batteries in a ring which is placed around each elk's neck," Ream said.

"Using a radio

receiver with directional antennas the students take locational fixes from the transmitters
every half hour for 24 hours on an average of five elk."
The students work in pairs at two tracking stations located at high points around the
elk, Ream said.

Each station takes

simultaneous readings and then locations of the elk

are plotted on a map used to calculate daily movements of the animals during winter months.
One of the three graduate students working on the project, Robert C. Beall, a

U~1

fores-

try instructor, is doing a study on the winter ecology of the elk in the area for his doctoral dissertation.
more
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C. Leslie Marcum, Kermit,

!!·

Va., a graduate student in \oJildlife biology at Uivl, is

studying the ecology and habitat use of the elk on summer and fall ranges.

The study

include~

a description of the vegetation and topography of the areas used by the animals during the
summer.
Thomas V. Stehn, a graduate student in \oJildlife biology from Port Jefferson,

~·~·,

is

completing his master's degree thesis on the daily activity and movement patterns of the
elk in the summer and fall.
"Because the animals travel farther in the summer and fall, most of the elk are located
by airplane two or three times a week rather than by ground level tracking stations," Ream
said.
Next phase of the elk behavior study will be to replace worn-out transmitters, Ream
concluded.
The study, financed under an $8,000 grant from the U.S. Forest Service and the State
Fish and Game Department, will continue for two years.
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